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May 22, 2020 (Los Angeles, CA) – Rapper/producer IDK drops another banger with the release 
of “Mazel Tov” [feat. A$AP Ferg], out now via Clue/Warner Records. Produced by Ronny J, the 
high energy track bounces with 808s, flutes and rapid-fire bars. Last week, IDK paid homage to his 
hometown with song, “495,” featuring DMV artists Rico Nasty, YungManny, Big Flock, Big 
Jam and Weensey. Both songs are featured in Kevin Durant’s documentary, BASKETBALL COUNTY: 
In The Water, available exclusively on SHOWTIME®.   

https://idk.lnk.to/MazelTov
https://www.dropbox.com/s/9pif50c7omf1kpw/idk-mazeltov.jpg?dl=0
https://idk.lnk.to/495


  
Billboard recently announced that IDK will serve as music supervisor and composer for the film. As 
one of Washington D.C.’s most venerable and vital voices, not only did IDK take the helm on the 
music, he also narrates the documentary, spotlighting basketball stars from the DMV area. Watch 
a brand-new clip of the documentary HERE. 
  
IDK and KD represent a DC union of historic proportions, and it’s only the beginning. Further 
details to be announced soon. 

 

MORE ABOUT IDK: 
IDK (Ignorantly Delivering Knowledge) is an innovator with few equals. The Maryland-raised 
rapper and producer subverted genre tropes with his 2015 debut project SubTrap, a nuanced and 
inventive exploration of the intersection of drug dealing and addiction. Since then, he's continued 
to make unprecedented moves both in and outside of the studio. After becoming the first artist to 
premiere an album with Forbes (2016's money minded Empty Bank), he partnered with Adult 
Swim to release 2017's IWasVeryBad, which featured everyone from DOOM to Chief Keef. Is He 
Real?, IDK's major label debut, is an ascent to another creative plateau. Released jointly via 
Warner Records and IDK's new label venture Clue, Is He Real? features rapping, singing and 
production from the Prince George's County native that's unlike anything he's done before. 
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